Adaptive interference cancel filter for evoked potential using high-order cumulants.
This paper is to present evoked potential (EP) processing using adaptive interference cancel (AIC) filter with second and high order cumulants. In conventional ensemble averaging method, people have to conduct repetitively experiments to record the required data. Recently, the use of AIC structure with second statistics in processing EP has proved more efficiency than traditional averaging method, but it is sensitive to both of the reference signal statistics and the choice of step size. Thus, we proposed higher order statistics-based AIC method to improve these disadvantages. This study was experimented in somatosensory EP corrupted with EEG. Gradient type algorithm is used in AIC method. Comparisons with AIC filter on second, third, fourth order statistics are also presented in this paper. We observed that AIC filter with third order statistics has better convergent performance for EP processing and is not sensitive to the selection of step size and reference input.